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S
IlNTRODUCTION

This study was performed in response to an ONR Contract No.

No•r-3983(00) awarded to Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. in November

1962. The proposal for this study was motivated by a paper titled "A

Model for the Survival of Tactical Units on the Battlefield" that was pre-

sented at the Military Operations Research Symposia (MORS) at Ft. Monroe,

Virginia, in April 1962, by Paul D. Chaiken3, This paper demonstrated
the use of analytical techniques to quantitatively describe the inter-

relationships between mobility, dispersion, surveillance, and fire power

as it affects the survival of tactical units on the battlefield. The

Office Of Naval Research indicated interest in the methods utilized in the

paper and requested a repetition of the MOBS presentation in Washington.

It was after this briefing that the proposal was generated. The result ing

study attempts to analyze significant problems from both Navy/Marine Corps

amphibious operations and Marine Corps tactical operations. In order to

help STL formulate such problems, Mr. Irving Dow of the Naval Warfare

Research Center of Stanford Research Inst.1tute (Pasadena) and the staff

members of the Office of Naval Research (Washington) were consulted.

The problems were formulated in game-theoretic terms in =n attf.rnpt

to obtain basic mathematical structure rather than specific numerical

analyses. By mathematical structure, it is meant the inherent strategies,

mixed or pure (in a game-theoretic sense), which appear in the course of

the analysis that allude to the decision making events associated with the

military scenario from which the problem was defined. Hopefully, these

strategies can then be functionally related to real world inputri in order

to obtain better insight into the nature of the specific requi-rements to

be made of the limited warfare system used as a basis for the model. Ube

definitizing of tactical system requirements affecting surveill.-nce,

communications, command and control!, logistics, fire power, force size,

dispersion, defense, and ancillary support equipment, utilizsing mathe-

matical models, faij the major objective of the approach duscribed above.
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The approach taken _ . by this study will be to mathematically abstract

specific problems (see Figure 3.) from the area of Navy/Marine Corps amphibious opera

tions and Marine Corps tactical operations. This approach presents the analyst with

dilemma. If the problem abstracted reflects too many real world variables, a succej

ful solution to the problem can become impossible. On the other hand, if the proble

is too much of a simplification of the real world situation, the solution will yiela

results that are trivial. Significant analyses, i.e., non-trival solvable

problems , can only be accomplished by a full understanding of th- problem area. Thi

understanding allows the analyst to determine the important parameters affecting +,.

structure of the solution and even more important allows him to pick measures of

effectiveness or criteria such that these parameters can be related.

There are many parameters or factors which have a great deal of importance L5

the real world situation. However, the true test of their importance when abstract.

ing this real world situation into a mathematical model depends upon how these

parameters, factors or variables affect the structure of the solution. An example

of this was illustrated in the MORS3 paper where the parameters of mobi].ity, disL

persion and surveillance completely defined the atructure of the mathematics develol

whereas fire power, a very important real world parameter, could not be introduced

except as a scaler quantity completely independent of the mathematical structure Or

the other hand, the same military situation utilizing the Lanchester Model completp-l)

inverts the above parameter relationships to mathematical structure and yields an

entirely different approach to the same problem. Which model formulation should be

used can only be answered by asking what type of parameter trade-offs (outputs) is

the analyst interested in. The formulation that involves parameters that define

,uJ.thcmatical structure usually (but not always) yields more hidden or less obvious

roselts concerning these parameters t•,an those formulations where the same parameters

ari. ;ndependent of the mathematical structure. Which model formulation is the best

is simply answered by stating that the model that works the best is the best! By

lbust' it is meant thc formulation which yields outputs or answers that more closely

correspond to the real world outputs in a similar real world situation.
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I. SSUM Y AND CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates the use of analytical techniques to quantita-

tively describe the interrelationships between mobility, dispersion, sur-

veillance, and fire power as they affect the survival of tactical units on

the battlefield. The purpose of such a study was to emphasite the possible

use of aiialytical models to explore areas of Warine Corps/Navy advanced war-

fate military systems and operations in which outputs obtained from such

analyses could lead, by implication, to recoimnendations for requirements

for surveillance, fire power, force size, logistics,. and command and control

subsystems.

The basic problem analyzed in this study can be summarized as follows-

An amphibious landing force x, at sea, is to assault a
lmi•ited area defended by a force y. The landing force
x is to be split up into an air mobile force xa and a
suri'ace mobile force x.. The defending force y, in turn,
commits its forces by allocating part of y, AL Y, in
defense of the beach and the remaining force, # y, to
defend against the air mobile attack.

Some pertinent questions based upon this amphibious 61erations

scenario were*

What strategic allocation of forces{P., &; x,, xa}should
each side use against the other during the ensuing engage-
ment?

What is the mathematical s87acture. of the strategic
decisiopis made by both SidIgs (i.e., {$ X -, x5 , I
as a function of initial cOnditions, such as force levels
(x,y) available t6 each side at the beginning of the Iattle,
mobility of the assault and defense inits on the battlefield,
fire pover available to each fighting unit, and the time.
sequencinm Sor #taging of force units into battle?

H1w does the analysis relate back to the real world in
terms of logistics, equipment, foree levels, Operational
plans, etc.?

The above amphibious operation problem was presented mathematically in

a game theoretic context vwhinh attempts to relate the interplay of the many

p•evameters enumerated above as they affect the outcome of the battle. The

payoff of the game wvas defined in terms of time dependent solutions of

equations reflecting the above adenario, The significant )atputs of the

mathematical model formnlated in this study were:



*. The rwrer of survivors at the end of the battle.

SThe duration of the battle for any threshold of
defeat of one side.

* The optimum aLlocation strategies available to each
side. That is, what fraction of the total forces
goes across the beach and/or is deployed air mobile
as opposed to the defender's allocation when splitting
his force in defense against the amphibious operation?

. The natural strategic discontinuity levela. That is,
the areas of the strategy domain beyond which both
sides xst play to obtain strategic optimflity.

. Sub-optiiml strategies (restricted within discontinuity
levels). Mat is, areas of the strategy domain in
which strategic optimality cannot be achieved and sub-
optimal strategiea become important.

The last two outputs reflect the constraining nature of the real-

world situation in that mathematically optimal strategies may not always

be possible to achieve because of the physical constraints of the tactical

systems employed, e.g., landing craft and helicopter capacity, speed of

operation and duty cycle of the logistic suppQrt systems, etc. However, it

should be noted that the model does not delineate these constraints directly

but rather defines the mathematical stracture of the decisions made in

terms of natural discontinuity levels in the decision domain. These dis-

continuities in turn define the areas in which optimal strategies shift

violeatly if -the real vorld vere for any reason so constrained to operate

only in these areas. Ube resulting strategies derived from the shift from

optizalty are sub-optimal.

A sensitivity analysis of the mthematidal model formulated using the

abOve scenario as a basis was performed by taking the important input

parameters and perturbing ';he= a"iy from what was considered a standard

model configuration. Beca.zse of the wzlti-dimeniional complexity of the

mdel, It was felt that ti best way to explore the structure of the problem

was to set up a. ztandawd a oe ,hich wouIA represent a typical anphibious

operational exercise. Then, based upon the nature of the results obtained

from solving this standard case). other inAput parameters vp "e perturbed

sequentially in order to test. for their sensitivity to the overall measure

of merit defined by the model,
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Mhe results of the standard case indicated that the landing forcers

optliL strategy is to send an of its forces air mobile, even thOzgh such
a trategy would represent a severe constraint upon the fire power .availah

for an air mobile operation. In other iVords, the value of quick -deployz"

of landing forces via the air mobile mode more than compensates (in ter ,
effectiveness) for the inherent fire power weakness associated with the ai

mobile m•oe.

7he disadvantage of the surface assault mode for the deployment of
attatkLng forces lies in the fact that the assault units that contribute

most to the heavy fire power characteristics of the assault could not *b

deployed until the beachhead was first secured by the rifle, and close-sup2;

artillery units,, which have relatively the same fire power characteristics

as the air mobile mode. In other words, to- deploy heavy fire power via th.

surface mobile mode requires the ass-ult units to deploy sequentially In

time, thus. losing the effectivness derived from the quick deployment as

AemonstratW by the air mobile nXe. Of course, if all fire power of both

sides in the standarc case were substantially reduced (by a factor of fiwv

and kept in the saw proportion), the optimal strategy reverts to the suw-

face mobile mode, which indicates that time sequencing of assault units
relative to quick d•plcyment is nm longer detrimental to the overall optim

effectiven•ss of the operation, *re significantly, however, the analysis

of the sxtazard case also reyeals a natural strategic discontinuity in the
4ecisiba allocation d in, whiph severely limits the comrmnder 'a ability

k& an opti:l •e'tsjn.

The results7 . of this analysis indicate that the amphibious task force

coy•dmer is constraine4 to send geater than M, of his forces via the al
mbbile ude if his decimion is to remain optimal. If for any reason such
percentage of total forces cannot be sent via this )ode, then optimlity

reverts to a decision requirndg 1,00% of the comaun4er s forces going acrosi

the beach in the surface mobile mode.
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The natural discontinuity level of 90% is called the decision threshold
level for air mobile deployment, and represents in the real world the

amphibious operation commander Is 'flip-flogI decision level in whLch, based

upon long years of experience in command lhe determines the mode of attack

during the planning stage of the operation. The current vertical envelopment

doctrine deploys about P-% to 30% of the landing force via the air robile

mode, which !,a considerably less than the threshold level resulting from the

standa27 case.

Although our standard. case model is not pu•Rorted t* be an accurate
representation of the real world, it does yield couat results in the range

;-f values characteristic of the World War II Pacific Island Campaigns. Also,

this study does not attempt to develop absolute evaluations of amphibious

operations via exercising mathematical models. What this study does attempt

to estabizsh functional relationships between various important parameters
that are characteristic of the amphibious operation, such as mobility, fire

power, time dependent deployment of assault units, and order of battle, with-

in the framework of optimuzing an overall measure of merit for the operation.

Concerning the amphibious conmender's decision threshold of 90%, we can only

say that it is high, not only In its range of possible values but also with

respect to reality. The primary objective of the sensitivity analysis per-

formed on the standard case 'was to determine the parsater or set of

parameters that will influence this threshold of 90% in such a way as to re-

duce: its value so it conforme tO present doctrine.

The results of the sensitivity analysis indicate that the air mobile

decision threshold can be reduced. The perturbation of the mobility factor

assigned to assault units on the battlefield caused the decision threshold

to approach values consistent with reality. That is, it was determined that

under conditions of amphibious landing force superiority (force ratios of

four-to-one) the decision. threshold would drop to zero if the mobility Of

the assault units on the battlefield was extremely large. The ivthematical

yodel indicated that distance between separate and distinct battle engage-

ments on* the battlefield had to be traversed by the individual landing force

assault units at infinite speed. In other words, if a finite period of time

was necessary for the amphibious assault units (completing their local

battle engagement) to link up with other amphibious assault units at a
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different geographical location on the battlefield, then the air mobile

decision threshold remained high. Only infinite speed (a Jthysical in-

possibility) allowed for the air =,tile deployment of forces in percentage

of total forces consistent with current doctrine.

Next, perturbations of vvrious fire powers associated with assault

and defensive units were tried. Increasing all the assault units' fire

power relative to the defense did not seem to have any effect upon the aii

mobile decision th1reshold level. However, increasing the defender's fire

power relative to the amphibious force reduced the amphibious commander ',

Tecision threshold to 60% (erquivalent to a four-fold increase in defendei

fire pawer). Unfortunately, the level of superiority of the amphibious

operation (two-to-one order of battle ratio superiority) over the defe'-ae

was insufficient in the face of heavier fire power to gain the objective

of the operation, that is, a successful amphibious landing. Increasing

the order of battle ratio superiority of the amphibious operation to fo=n

to-one over the defense achieved victory for the landing force, but it alp

hýAd the surprising effect of raising the air mobile threshold back to 9P,

Finally, nly. the amphibious operation's air mobile force's fire power vaE

perturbed upward relative to the fire power of all other battlefield units

For two-to-one superiority, it vas possible to reduce the air mobile

decision threshold to 70% - still not compatible with real-world doctrine.

Again, increasing the order of battle ratio in favor of the landing force

to four-to-one causes the air mobile decision threshold to return to the

90% level.

Based .upon these reults, one might ask whether the commander 's low

air mobile decision threshold level of 20% to 30% is consistent with the

optimal achieving of the amphibious operation Objective, that objective

being the winning of the battle? What the mathematical model indicates is

that the air mobile mode of quick deployment of troops is not as effective

as the time sequencing of the various surface assault units, which in-

herently deploy greater fire power, unless, either almost all of the

amphibious force can go via the air mobile mode, or the assault units can

move about the battlefield with infinite speed, or the msrgin of victory

(overall superiority) of the amphibious operation is low or nonesistent.
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Still another possible interpretation of the results is that the

•mthetical model used in the completed study was too abstract a representa-

tion of the amphibious operation and therefore did nlt adeq-ately reflect all

the iprtant paraiters affecting the outcoe of the battle. 111 presumes

that a ware realistic presentation of the ampbibious operation, taking into

consideration parametric effects omitted from the comleted study because the

were considered of second order of effect, vould yield results more c9upatibl

iith reality. Such a study certainly bears consideration in 'View of the ix-

1portance of the information potentially available from the mathematical

models and techniques demonstrated by the corpleted study.

I
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II, TM A1PHIBIOUS OPERATION

A. INTRODUCTION

A typical fleet/air/amphibious operation is shown in Figure 2 Illustrat

the complexity of a W landing operation envisioned for the early 1970 ti:r.

period. The geographic area of involvement is over a hundred thousan- squar

miles, both on land and sea. The initial assault includes a beachhead land-

ing which c6ntains the bulk of the total MEF and a vertical-envelopment in-

land landing designed either to secure the beachhead or to achieve some

objective that will aid in successfully getting the total force ashore. 0.

the beachhead is secure and control of the air accomplished, command is trz.

ferred ashore and inland objectives are pursued. The area of Involvment in

esftabJlishing the beachhead depends upon the nature of the threat and the geo.

political environment. The beachhead and its geographic neighborhood (C1iowr

by the dashed area) can be as low as 600 square miles in area for a non-

nuclear threat, and as high as 2500 square miles for a nuclear threat (or a

high probability of such a threat)

Air warfare such as interdiction, air-to-air/ground, surveillance, etr.

extend beyond the neighborhood of the beachhead for at least a radius of

300 n. mi. Air-to-air detection, acquisition, and kill extends another 150 ,

Surface-to-air missile systems will be deployed on the beachhead with

effective ranges up to 50 n. mi. The MW vertical envelopment activity ran'get

are up to 25 n. ml. beyond the bea6hhead area. This distance can be extendec

to 50 n- mi. under exceptional circumstances. The Naval ship-to-shore fire

support includes guns and missiles at ranges from 10, 20, 40 and even perhapi

to 75 n. mi. inland from the beachhead. Figure 3 summarizes the geometry of

the battlefield as visualized in reference 4.

B. PR4BLM FI$ITION, FORMULATION, AND SYNPOSIS

Based upon oa sbple scenario derivable from Figure 2, the following

problem has been abptracted:
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An amphibious landing force, x, at sea, is to assault a llmited area

defended by a force y. The landing force, x, is to be split up into air

mobile, Xa, and a surface mobile, xs. The defending force y in turn commit

its defense by allocating 1 i 1 to 2 of its force to each element of x

where

i=l

The questions to be asked are:

a) V1hat allocation for forces should each side use against the

other during the ensuing engagement?

b) What is the mathematical structure of the tactical decisions

made by both sides (as defined by a) as a function of initial

conditions (e.g., force levels (x, y) at time t = o) and con-

straints (e.g., spatial and temporal limitations when allocatl-.z

forees),i

c) How does the analysis relate back to the real world in terms of

logistics, equipment, force levels, operational plans, etc.?

To abstract the analytic nature of cOmdbat during an amphibious operat'

,jrom a scenario based upon the above descriptire analysis, one is tempted

at first to start simply with a "Lanchester Equation" model approacn. Tis0

model is by ftr the oldest analytic approa0h to land warfare and has gceat

flexibility in its generalized form; 5

The form of the Lanpheater Model which seems applicable is

dx d•="b

- ax
dt

x(o) -X0

y(o) Yo



where xo, y represent the force levels of both siden at tirol- b = o and a, ý

reflects each side's normalized rate or attrition of the opposing• side. Lanches

Square Law can be deduced from (1) by taking the ratio of the two differential

equations and integrating.

dy ax

x y

ax dx y by dy (3)

x yo
j0 YO

a(x 2 - x2  = b(•- y2 (4)

At this point it might be useful to test the above square law relationship

with some of the available data on past battles, Weiss has indicated that

reasonable agreement with Lanchester's Square Law exists for the Pacific Island

Campaign of World War II. In this paper eleven island campaigns were analyzed

in terms of United States and enemy strengths before the operation and total

losses after the islands were successfully taken. In each campaign the United

States initiated the action with superior forces and if Lanchester's Square Law

were applicable certain characteristicsof the outcome of the battle can be

deduced from equation (4). If one rewrites equation (4) as follows:

(Yc - Y) (y. + y) a
(xo x) x 0 +x) + X

for the factors on the left hand side can be definable in real world terms. For

example,

Yo Y is the casualty ratio at time t

S



11° + Y) is the avezag4 force ratio from the start of battle to time

(. is a constant representing the average fire power ratio
b between sides.

If one converts the battle statistics available in Table I of reference 7.

to the above ratios and inserts these ratios into the following logarithmic

version of equation (5,)

log Yo.- ) + log (o - constant (6)

the plot shown in figure 4 results. The dispersion of all the battle points does

reasonably confirm the minus-one slope of the line defined iA equation (6).
Assuming the validity of the square law in this plot, an estimate of the

superiority of the attacking forces fire power over the defending forces fire

power log b') can be made by noting the ordinate-intercept of the band about

the dispersed battle points. This intercept vaiies from 3 to 18 indicating the

extreme variance in fire power superiority over the enemy for different amphibiout

operations of the last war. This begs the question as to why the effective fire

power varies. so much relative to the defender. Does the answer lie in the

differences in tactical systems employed or operational doctrine used, or the

enemy capabilities encountered etc? Certainly this wide dispersion of

relative fire power found in real world situations suggests to thc analyst the

importance pf being able to functionally relate the specific amphibious

operational characteristics of the campaign such as systems employed, milttary

doctrine used, and enemy capability encountered to an overall measure of effective-

ness of the campaign. This type of analysis is one of the objective of this study.

In another plot of these same statistics , United States loss xra~ios have

been plotted (see figure 5) against Order of Battle Ratios oB/P}* 0 ( y

indicating the effect of superior forces in keeping the loss ratios low. In

fact for a constant defending forde, the attackers absolute logs goes down when

.2o
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order of battle reatio goes up if the square law is applicable to the situ

Also shown in figure 5 as solid lines are some theoretical battles taken from o

study computer runs. These battles were defined analytically in terms of Lanch

Square Law and the results show an amazing similarity to the actual islantd camp

The re&son for the difference between the two runs is due to the fact that each

ciurve is based upon a different scenario defining the amphibious operation batt

Also the individual campaigns plotted from reference • represent different

scenarios, however, their scatter on this particular chart does conform to a

characteristic horn-shaped, channel &blned 'by :the; &•velo.pe' ltne enclosing the
battles shown in figure 5.

Let us now proceed with the development of the Lanchester Model.

Equation 4 indicates that the normalized attrition rate varies inversely as

the square of the force level. This suggests the following transformation will'

will allow one to c4rider a force level and its attrition rate as an effectiv'

force lyvel only.

This reduces equation (1) to

dx

to) -,

i o)uc (8:



We are now in a position to relate bthle 4qdel f•mWnton dczadly tg the

scenario of the amphibious operation desqrtbed above., Howeverp b•e•foe wo dedbo
the mathematical model actually programpadj it mlght be ueful to give A brIef

mathematical synopsis of this model util~ing the gbovp not~tio in erder to

indicate the overal3 direction of the anayis.

Using the dot notation foz time derivatives, the amphibious operation can be

described mathematically by the following equations:

PY = (IXfl

(i-p) • J xx( a)

X(O

given at t a o

y(o) 1 (9)

where p; o : p 1 is the allocation olf that part of y's force to xa and

(3. -j) to x5 , qAnd { x5 , X} represeitA an allocation of all of the amphibious

landing force x to either the surface or air mobile mode of attack.

If any of the units on either side are reduced to zero during the battle,

the opposing side's remaining allocation against the vanishing unit will be

assumed to be transferable for combat against the other side's non-vanishing unit.

The winner will be the side that survives the battle. To relate force levels

and normalized attrition rates, the following scaling laws apply:

x axaxa a Xa

x x
S s
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t ~ t; insa,

The model actually programmed can be extended to include x's reserve for.

xr which can be thrown into the action at some later time. The computerized mnr

also take6 into consideration the differences in fire power available to x wheL

projected through a vertical envelopment assault or vla a surface beachhead lan

That is, x's Regimental Landing Teams, RLT's, are projected ashore as quickl.: n

possible with the heavy ordnance coming after. In the above model it is assume-

x has many units, each with its own characteristic fire power. The greater nor

attrition rate a% as associated with the surface force can only be projectee n'I

at a given rate. The vertical envelopment with the lower attrition rate, aa, V

* assumed to be projected ashore instantaneously. 1n this way x is faced with am

allocation choice of projecting into battle low fire power forces x a at a high

(instantaneously)or a high fire power force x at a much lower rate.

It is felt that these limititn assumptions are justified in that we are

cerned only with the essence of the problem at this stage of the study; that it

the gross outcome of the battle as a function of input parameters { X(O); y(o) •

decision parameters ( Xa(o), X5 (o); and constraints aa>; b; time to ini

battle I. Hopefully, this initial analysis will develop useful insight into the

structure of amphibious operations> such that more significant models can be deve

later on.

Sumwarizing, equation, (9) represents a simple model of an amphibious ope

in a game theoretic context which attempts to relate the interplay of force lev."

allocation decisior•, and constraints as they affect the outcome of the battle.

payoff of such a game will be defined by' te solutions of the above equations as

function of time at the specific time when one side's force level. .isi ithet.!.redu

to .:.e~o or snaý fl~ite- ieltaa- The re~tininguideIs foroe "ibmel Varesents the va

* the game, positive to blue if the winner and negative to blue i' the loser. 2hil

called a zero sum two person game.



Another possible zero sum two person game based upon the above model

could be constructed by defining the payoff function or value of the game,

as the time t* it takes to qomplete the amphibious aqsaultj; ..either,. uaceqsfly or

successdffly. That is, the time it takes to reduce the opposing side either to

zero or any predetermined level. This time would be minimized by the attacker

(the amphibious landing force) while the defender would attempt to maximize

the same time. Strategies. fdr both sides defined by this type of payoff

function could have a realistic interpretation in that one of the primary

purposes of an amphibious operation is to secure a beachhead as quickly as

possible such that the main body of attacking forces can be placed ashore

"safely. The defending forces will attempt to hinder the amphibious landing

force as long as possible,.such that superior reserves deployed elsewhere can

be brought to bear upon the attacker while he is in the vulnerable position

of attempting to establish a beachhead. While it is true that the attacking

amphibious force would never knowingly go into an area under an adverse force

posture, it is also true that if the defender knew the location of the beach-

head in advance and martialled all his forces against this beachhead, the

attacker would be under an extreme disadvantage in concluding the landing

successfully. Since the defendlng force is unaware of the landing point

because it is kept secret by the attacker and the attackinrg force further

hinders, the ability of the defender to obtain this secret by employing

deception tactics, such as false landing starts, etc., the defending force

is forced to keep troops in reserves. This makes it possible for the

amphibious landing force to gain local superiority at a beachhead providt&

the time between committing the attacking forces and securing of the beach-

head is less than the time necessary for the defender to effectively deploy

his reserves against the known landing point determined by the actual landing.

The outcome of such a battle using the above model can then define the

effectiveness of the deception techniques employed by the attacker. The model

could also determine the relationship and value of fire power, mobility,

dispersion, reaction time, and surveillance to various proposed deception

techniques.

I.



Up to 10ow we have been describing the mathematics and possible use of
the above modbl in extreme generality; however, before we get involved with

the actual use of the amphibious lJanding model, we should describe the model
as it was actually programmed. The next section describes the actual model

from the mathematical point of view, and Appendix A gives the detailed computer

program used to implement the mathematics.

@C



C. THE AMPHIBIOUS OPERATION MODEL 23.

1. Introduction

In the construction of a model of an amphibious operation the entire

operation is first formulated as a complicated abstract process in the

physical world. Certain items, such as number of battle units, force lovels,

firepower, etc., may be considered as inputs to the physical process while

other items such as casualties, duration of the battle, etc., may be viewed as

outputs. In mathematical terms, the amohibious operation is an "operator"

with the physical input variables as its domain and the physical output

variables as its range. In view of- the complexity of a general amphibious

operation and the extremely large number of contingent possibilities that can

arise during the execution of any individual operation, it would be exceedingly

difficult if not impossible to completely represent the operator mathematically.

Our task then is to construct a mathematical operator that is an approximation

to the physical process. The nature of the approximation is determined by the

uses to which the model will be put and the resultant simplfications that can tL

tolerated without materially affecting the significant results.

As the purpose of this study is to qualitatively determine the nature of

optimal battle strategies under very general conditions, no attempt will be

made to abstract the analytic nature of the amphibious operation via an all-

inclusive model. The basic unit of force for the protogonists, Blue and Red,

will be taken as a battle unit and the battle as a whole will be viewed as an

aggregation of local conflicts among individual battle units. Thus, at any

one instant of time, we need only consider a series of relatively simple local

conflicts to determine the state of the battle as a whole. Since we will

assume that the dynamics of any local conflict are governed by Lanchester's

Equations, the only pertiftent information is the compooition of the local

conflicts and the force levels and attrition constants for the Individual

battle units. This information "ay be summarized in a list of the following

forta;
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Local Confit No. 2.

B1

BJ2

i+

S~Ri+2.

Local Conflict No. 2

etc

0



The composition of the local conflicts will be determined by giving an

Opponent Priority List (OPL) for each b~tt3.e unit. In order to reduce the com-

plexity of the computer program that iupfenents this-ýmodel, the decision was made t!

limit the OPL to two levels, the first priority opponents and the second p~.or.t.L.

opponents. The following behavior is theh postulated for the individual battle uni

RULE 1: A battle unit will seek to engage, his A wsiriori'Vopponents if they

have, not been already eliminated firom the battle. I'sh - engmge4

with an oppnt,.t•hat opponent is termed a direct opponent of the- giverL
unit. - C

RULE 2: If a unit's first priority opponents have beene'elimtnated; 4 will,

after a specified time delay, seek to engage his second priority

opponents.

RULE 3: Any two units that share a common direct opponent are considered to be

battle allies.

RULE 4: Anl the direct opponents of a given unit's battle allies are taken to

be additional direct opponents of the unit Itself.

These rules offer a gredt flexibility in the determination of the conflict'

since a unit can be drawn into a given conflict in many ways - by attacking an

opponent who is involved in that conflict, by being attacked by an opponent who is

involved in that conflict, or by sharing a common direct opponent with an ally wh.

is involved in that conflict.

In general, the application of Rules 1 and 2 and the repeated application

of Rules 3 and 4 will completely determine thn composition of al. the local conflic

(A formal proof can be constructed that shows that Rules 3 and 4 n3d only be appli

a limited number of times and that a unique splitting up of the units into local

conflicts results. The proof, which will be omitted here, rests on the fact that t

above rules define an equivalence relation on the set of all units and this relatio

completely partitions the set into equivalence classes.)

Within each local conflict, the progress of the battle may be measured by

means of Lenchester Is Equations. These differential equations can be solved

analytically and evaluated to determine the force levels ol any unit in a given ioc

I I I I
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conflict at any otime In the future, as long as the basic eonsouition of tha"

conflict remains- unchanged. Once the basic composition changes, the coeff-i

of the difterentfal etiations change and the original analytic soJ:tion.' is i

valid. At this point we iast redetermine the composition of the local conf,

calculate the. new coefficients for the differential equations, nnd begin a i

of an.lytie solutions to continue where the old sblutions left off.

The composition of a local con~lict can be ýhanged one of two wayi.:

1., a unit is added to the battle

9. a btit is eliminated

Mhe specification of a time of arrival for each unit determines the time at

unit is added to the battle. A single time of arrival is given since it is

that once a force is committed to the battle it will not be withdrawn arn. -

at another time. Once a unit is added, it of course qeeks out its opponen'i;

ing to Rules 1 and 2.

The elimination of a unit occurs Vhen its force level .drops below e

specified minimum force level. The time at which this takes place can be d:

by inverting the aralytic solutions of the differential equations and solvt-.

time." a function of force levels. Thi inverse solution has several possi

depending on the coefficients and initial values of the differential equ4tiol

These solutions are given in 4etsal in the next section..

After all the first priority opponents of a given unit are eliminatf

specifies a time before that unit my engage its secon4 priority oppone

(The rule also aslies if the first priority opponents have been eliminated I

the unit's time of arrivl.) This delay factor is intended to reflect the ge

gSaphical location of the units and their relative mobilities.
In siMMy, the folloWing iteus are the necessary input parpneters I

unit:

1. initial force level 5. time delay factor

*2. minimum force level 6. first priority opponents ii

3. attrition consitants 7. second priority opponents 1

4i. tIMe of arrival
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The application of Rules 1o 23 3 and s in conjjintion with the

precedin; items, determines the composition of the local conflicts

while lanchester's equations give the force level of each of the

units as a function of time and indicatees'the .me at vhich a unit

is eliminated.

As analytic methods are used throughout and no time-step

simulation is utilizedp this furnishes us vith an extrepnely rapid

means of determining the expected outcome (or "payoff") of the

battle determined by the given battle plans and initial force levels.

If various elements of the battle plans and/or initial force

levels are considered as parameters we thus are in a position to

generate trade-off tables showing the effect of a variation in one

or more of the parameters, for example, the degradation of payoff

due to increased time spacing of the various landing groups.

Furthermore, game theoretic techniques may be used to simultaneously

optimize the choice of parameters for both the attacker and defender.



2M.

2•. Th Application of Lcnchester's _uations to o Conf~litt

An outlined in the previous section, Lanchester's Equations are u

to measure the force levels of any unit at any given time. 'It should

again noted that the application of these equations depends upon the

various coefficients of the differential equations repaining constants

To Ixasure this, ve have specifically assumed that the composition of

the local conflict remains unchanged during the time period to vhich

ve are limiting ourselves.

For the sake of simplicity in the following discussion ve will

begin by assumiag that the local 'conflict occurs between two individua

battle units$ A and B, on opposing sides and theki generalize to a

larger number of units. The foxve level of each unit vill be terved

nA an& n. respectively and the attrition rate by aA and a. .-Ahe

f•sillir Zanchester equations governing this simplified combat are:

'A a. n

'ýA nA

vi •s t dot notation is used to denote differentiation with respect

to time. These s uLltnsneos equations may be solved to give nA and nB

as Anatioms of time:

nA(t) - nA(to) cosh (riii t&B 0  4 7 nB(t0)iho tt

n3(t) - n3a(t0) cosb (FAit~0 -B 0 0A t)s h(S/ ' it. 0 )0o.



In general, however, a local conflict may have more than a single unit

each side. If side A has k battle units involved and side b has £ battle units

volved we may identify the forces levels as nA, UA, ... , n•, %10 P,..t ,

the attrition rates as aAl, aA2, ... &Ak, al, S2P,...,aB A For sinplicity sake,

may assume without any loss of generality, that the subscipts are assigned in '

a manner that

asid

a ka B2 ... kaBt

Under these circumstances it can be shown that optimum behavior on each

side demands that fire be concentrated on units Al and Bl. (It is recognized tb

this type of behevior does not occur in 1ractice. It is felt, however, that f,!.

optimum behavior postulated here offers a sufficiently close approximation to z,-

for our purposes. If subsequent investigation should prove this not to be corrc.

then an alternate scheme of behavior could easily be postulated.)

The differential equationsp in this case, become:

Fp i=2

1--

S;' 0 (for j - 2,£ )

k

AB=0(for p=p2,Ic) (



Equatifns (8) and (10) indicate thati

n.-(t) -,n (to) (for u- 20*)

DBO(t) - ns(to) (for a - 2,k)

and so equations (7) and (9) can be represented in the form:

"Al a " fln• + r

where r and a are both constants:

r.-~ ý1, ~
ii-2

The general tUbe solutions',or 'the -force' levels become:

1) If &Al > 0 Wand I1 > 0

.�*(t). m1(to)- !-i co"h (La 0 LBl(t-to))

+a@a



2) Xrf aA.or aB3 uO0

nl(t) - u s(t-to) - a., nm.(t)'r (t-.) + n(l (to

Te equations for n•l(t) are identical in form to equations (13) an_

(14) above, vith the subscripts, of course, being reversed.

For the purpose of determining the "time to elizination", the

inverse solution of the above equations are needed. These are:

1) If aBl - 0 and r < O:

n nAlato
t• - to + r

"f . 0 a r k-0;

a) Xf%•-Oa8rZO;

no solution exists; I.e., t a

3) If &Alm 0 -anOd alo0 r <u . ( ):

t "to+UI- n~A3 l(to)

no molutios0 exists; I.e. t - .

C 3,en~(t0)3 + lJ(&aml(to)-r) +2&Ms(aAl(to)-nsl)(t .. to0+ (,. ..

Dls

|,



It ok v 0 ana a < 0 ~ud r ; nea(t 0 ) 2A~~~ B)%RIt)AI)'

no 5Q1Wu±Qfl exista; I,,e, t

it An it 0 and~ a < 0 an1d x' %I~~(0 -'f j2)4

if Bbt0 +-t [J~n l(t.0)-w' 0 n+-<ni

'Al -nAl

if ki. umt + [ j1 0 A
A3 'A. loJ A

tato + m

no solution exists; 1.0.. t



and ''[ ()-

and[n(o) JnaBB1 %ýL >Al

no solution exists; i.e., t -

if ,(to") - >€0 and-n~l~til+4&A1LBl~t

k - -A 11-

ILA L(211

I'A

5/
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li D. PROLM X
1. Introduction

To illustrate the methodological techvlques for han• l -•'an amphibious

ing situation, a specific problem will be investigated (see Figure 6). An ampl
landing force B, at sea, is to assaowt a limited area defended by a force R. r
Ing force is to be split up into three surface mobile elements B1 B21 333 and c

mobile element B4, each of which is to initiate action sequentially in time. !t,
elements. are projected ashore sequentially in time with the first "wave consisti
infantry battalion type units,designated B,, then a short time 6t later more it
plus close support artillery type units, designated B2, and finally after ano;
increment at spoe pore infantry plus a tank section designated B * The air mol
elements consisting of a vertical wiftlopment team of infantry and close suppc.
artillery units, designated as B4, which are projected instantaneously inlano z

tance d from the beach (see Figure f) at the same time B" arrives across the be
he relative fire power of these four elements of blue are assumed to be in the

lowing ratio: Bi: B2 : B3: B4: 1.0: 2.0: 4.0: 1.5. The red defending forco. ,

turn, commits its forces either to the beach (designated RI), to the airtlbili

(designated B2). or to both at the sam time Band 4 are deployed. 2he rela,
firepower of these two elements of red are assumed to be equal to blue's nAimz

B3: 1Y R2: 1.0: l.: 1,0. Niote (from Figure 6) that each element of blue ani

has a predetermined battle comitinent" Uimo which reflects the amphibious land;

force logistic constraints (Reference 4). Mis time of commitment is Aymbolize[

the clock next to each element in Figure 6. Also, take note that the ensuiag bx
takes place at two different locations, at the beach and at some inland point.

mdel doyeloyed for this problon reflectq this spatial characteristic of the bat

by -defining a met of time del" (td, I which applies to each force element c

battle indicating the amount of time prequired for each element to traverse this

tance if required to do so during the course of the battle. Whether an element

verses this distance depends upon whether the force element has st opponent to

during the initial allocation of:. forcet and successfully destroys the opponent F

that any new fighting opponents can only be reached by traversing the distance a

shown in Figure 6. If a force element does not have an opponent initially at it

particular point on the battlefield then the time delay td will denote the time

necessary to meet an opponent located it the other point on the baitlefield. Na

this time delay refl.cts the mobility characteristics of the iw t's involved and

sents an Irportant trade-off parameter.
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criterta that Vill be iOsed to determine the. optimility of the strategies will

n *mA Vayoff for red &rA max min payoff' for blbw. Mien mmin - esutm max it

plre solution exits and the payoff correspon&Ing to this pre solution. is cal

value of the gm. If no such equality exists, them it can be shows tiat m '

min and the only way to get equality is to re-define the payoff function as an

value of survivors with the players pickfrg their strategic variables (I.e. _7

trial forces allocated to air mobile and def_indingi against air mobile) accordu:

probability distribution. Decisions ade in: this manner are called mixed strs

"u&lly represent -rginal strategies for the side having to employ them. F4-

tv.tical system design or requirements point o± view, one would never knoving

vac ahibious operation against a defending force which depended upon a mixee.

iý gain the objective of the operation. This would be tantamunt to having

order to achieve success. Whereas the logical plan for an anihibious operatic

to land with overwhelming superiority and allow any advantage accrued by the t

of secrecy in initiating the operation to compensate for faulty tbreat int eli

estimates, acts of God (e.g. bad weather that is unpredictable), etc. To det-

just what constitutes overwhelming superiority in planning an amphibious oper•.

just how iich can one degrade- this superiority and still achieve objectives v4

certainty is one of tht objectives of this study. The techniques employed t-

these types of questions wiii be the subject matter of thic section.

2. IDsabjia~on
To obtain the gm-tbeoretio solution to the aqhIbious operation desc

above (Noe Fg* 1) we first oOwt•t the mathematical surface representing tI

of &U possIble a3loations for both ides (Figure f). Then we tag the minim

row end Us xiam of Wwh colu shown respectively as rectangles and elips'

Sre sj. # ine, the atteoherc vili select the maximum of the minimums tagged

rows wvhle tea, the defender, vwii •pect the minimm of the maximums tagged

colums.' be point on the gid (see Figure *) in which the maximum of the mii

off aA'ý the -i4-- Of the mdum payoff occus is the. same point and the va.

game is deined as the nujber of survivors of blue/red (positive for ¶lue, net

for red) located at this point on the surface. The strategies associated witl

point re. pure. In most M*"a the min max - Ix min solution occurs at cornme

the matrix,
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Once the value of the &s and associated ilecision variables arc 4 ~t
onsmtraints, the solutions determied~z from natural discoomtlmAitl of the sart&*s
pmmrstood. Mei is acoompl shs pl~ acing a oorstraint ramtsw first an mIas st5
lime starting frma the 100% a-1ocation decision level ard wying the rsste toud
the 0% allocationx. For each plameeet, of the raster~ the matrix Is solved ftci the

3dn n - m mn solution in the sa mamer as Outlined. above oiL I for the patti
mari~x (see Figure 9) eoesisting of, blue'sa strategy line from 0% allocation to the
raster and red's unrestricted. strategy line. ThIs sub-optimm solution to the gas

~'Is then related. to the placement of the raster by noting u*ben the oobition ebang*6.
abrutl an the raster movs from 100% to 0% allocation. Plor example, if blue's ma
restricted. strategy In to silocate 100% or the figting elements to 'the air mobile
or vertical. eavelopmet decision tAe rester is then j~.ac"d uzdor the 90% level re,
ing blue's strategy from 0% to 90% and the solution to this restricted gem Is not
If the oiitimm solutiou is the qo% allocatiom of the fighting elements via the aS*
mbila no& dedgisonp then this is considered. to be no chan~e in the basic szra~tv

That is, the restricted ai still dommand, that blue se&t' all bis figbting uitis L~
mobile eve tbou& bis Is restricted by the 90% allocution level. After this det

idaion, the rewter is then mwed. to tbft 80% alloc.ator level. W_ thie vestriea.
gem Vd--aavled.If the sobitlon ylol&& the W0% allocatica lewel datision the .

is moved to the jo% levelj, ctt. In most *6ee durIA& thk prores of vatboiitally
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The major inputs to the model are represented by the columns. Ale

In this analysis is the fact that eah fighting element has a second level opn

muns that the surviving element after an engagement on the battlefield is co-'

seek out a new opponent as opposed to staying put vaiting for an enemy elemnt

from another section of the battlefield. In this way mixed (or asymnetric) ob

vill n-t be an Influencing factor. In other vordr the payoff function, i.e.,

of survivors, will reflect active combat on both sides.

b. Me Standard Case

Me standard case with Inputs shown in Figure 10 was analyzed by

Computer Program No. A4110DI titled, "Assault Tactics." A complete descriptioz.

complter program is contained in Appendix A of this report. The results of th

are displayed as a matrix of survivors fov blue, red ond the time lenSth oft-,

as defined by the particular allocation for each side. Ixaismea of these outt

shown In pendix A. Mhe gars-theoretic analyses of these outputs were dune b

an displayed in the form of a series of grabp placed iA columms, each colum,

* matin a different Mtu•ml constraint -of the problem.

PAWn 35 gives the pm-theoretic sayis of the standard case.
first do'bm represents thu ur'estricted play of the msae in that the strategic

awll]aWi to both mid" msaoqases the full payoff matrix or decision surface.

1nd~ep•k.Uat/ss the order of battle ratio (B/R) which reflects the degr

terit; tt:eOdl fore imitlate the iphlbious operation. In the fir

in tM v 1 le2ft bam corne thu atta~bt opti•sm payoff (B-R)* in terms of n

mwvlvcc (poeitive ifor Mw or attacking ma-vivors, negative for red or defend

surywa. s) U plotted. Me defeding (red) force is kept constant at 5000 men

atttAki (blis) force ti Allwed to vary frm "000 to 20,000 men. Note that L

both sides are reduced to se at the same tims for the optima allocation (uiL

max min aclteria) of f• the battlefield. Zis rrder of battle ratio is
attaeker'a trehmbold for completing the operation, i.e., the attacl

ducinJ Vs defendar to no survivors. •wever, an inspection of the actual 4ecii

surfaces (inrms ]a to 3L) real that . this threshold has no waning as aI
factor beO ve way of the som-optiam choices for both sides will result in the

attacker not achieving his objectives. In other words,, the Opti'-,& allocation ,

point is an unconservative criteria for use in deteruiniu the '.evel of superior
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o -4226 -4074 -3861 -3539

.1 -W07 -4199 -4100 -3W8,

.2 -4338 -3978 -4171

.3 -4622 -4078 -3964 -4141

.4• -4662 -4127 -3651 -!: X,

.5 -4630 -4116 -3657 -355.

.6 -4566 -4043 -3584 -3217

.7 -44J0 -3933 -3460 -3O07

.8 -4337 -3782 -3287 -2882

.9 -1,166 -3586 -3059 -2619

1.0 -3953 -3335 -2761 -2264
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the attacker munt pltan for in order to Cuarantee hin objective, i.e., a poeit

oft value for the attacker. This unconservatism is- due to the fact that in t

world situntion intelligence for both sidcs would be less than perfect and op

decisions would have to be judged from a probabilistic basis. The model used

study ansumert both sides have perfect intelligence which is certainly not the

'vrld care. Hovever, it is possible to use the re.;ults of this run to detern,

proper order of battle ratio for the attacker which is independent of the w±.

decision made by either side, thus removing tiin intelligence aspect of the pi

(i.e., attr.eker's advance knowledge as to the defenders allocation of forces%

ean be done b/ determining the order of battle ratio above h1,ich the payoff

decision surfac'ý always stays positive. Thij occurs approxima:tely at fB/10 -

represents a measure of the r;•ount of intelligence indceterminiancy the pv'".-t

bious operation scenario (in this case the model of Figire 6) contains. The

can be defined in this case by the increment of troops necessary to guarantei

success of the operation independent of intelligence, i.e., from an order Xf"

ratio of (BR) - 1.4 to 2.3 representing the increment of forces necessry.,

perfect intelligence to guarantee success of the operation with imperfect li

Gence. One example of imperfect intelligence would be for the commander of

amphibious operation to err, based upon poor surveillance information in his

of the defense's allocation of forces to the beach and/or reserves.

The next graph in the left hand column of Figure U. represents the ti

duration of the battle t* based upon both sides optimizing their decisiol. ",,.r

in the sense defined in the graph above, e.g. (B/R)* a f(B/uI). Two time solu

exist because red, the defender, has two different force allocations which yi,

the same optimum payoff. Th- following two charts in this column repre-sent b.

blue'lb and red's optimum strm egies as a function of (B/R) for the unrostrict,

of the game. Blue, the attacker, sends all his assault elements in the air m

mode (R* - 1.0) and red, the defender, either defends the bench with nal h1 1

at the time the battle is initiated, or stays in the rear with all his force..

attacks all of blue's air mobile unitt, deployed. If no blue air mobile units

dcployed (a non-optimum play on blue's part), red trztverses the distance to t)

in time td after the battle is initiv.ted and attack:: blue's units hndin• on

beach. If red defends the beach and blue Coca 100,' air mobile (optimwi) then

battle is initiated td hours after vertical cnvelcpicnt touchdoi.m. Depcnding

red's, optim,-:, choice uf Atrntegy, the lengtih of ti.;K, of the b1)ttle i;1i1 rcfle,

not only tFe rate of ittrition of' both s Ndi•, hut iLlso the pos,:ible tr~utnoprtý

tine bet:oe.n both point.s of the b!Lttlefield, I.e., bcti6ecn the bevach iad the .

lhote th'tL %:ien b')thI sides rcducc e.ch ol.her to :'ct'o forcc stren,th at the s=u

the' tL.'r. o)f le tX" ::ov. to infini.ty (seGo fr•itce 11). TI- I-•i- a con:;cqucnct

L.£chr:2tr' , s:qi-Alonn Izhiic, rcprc:;cnt..r :L i:i.hU.lt. Li.t l d1:;cr •i,1ln.Ly Vol thiLs



cular solution. It can be avoided by having a finite nxamber or percentage of sur-

vivors determine the pay off surface.
Summarizing the above, we can say the left-hand column of Figure U re

the results of the unrestricted optimal play of the game between blue, the attacke

the defender (defined in Figure 61 as a function of the order of battle ratio par&

(B/R). The payoff function (B-R)* = f(B/R) indicates that an order of battle ra4 .

at leastJ(B/R) > 1.4)is necer~ry for blue to achieve ite objectives (reducing ret

zero survivors while blue survives) under optinmal decisions and perfect intelliger

both sides. It was also imied (Figures 12 to 16) that a (B/R) > 2.3 was necessa..

ch guarantee the objective independent of the strategic decisions made by either sid

il- perfect intelligence). It should be noted that both sides had complete freedom

decision choice. That is, blue vould send any portion of its forces air mobile

to the fire power constraints of the air mobile mode. While red could defend tbt

and/or inland area without constraint. This is called the unrestricted play of t

We are now in a position to discuss the natural discontinuity levels of the a.-:

decision surface for both sides. These are indicated in the next three columns

in Figure 11.

c. The Natural Strategic Discontinuity Levels

Based upon the above analysis, we would like to pose the following

question:

To what extent does possible real world constraints affect ÷h outpui
recorded by the standard case solution for the unrestricted play "e

the game?

From the mathematical model point of view, real world constraints such as logiat:

of the amphibious operation have not been directly programmed. However, inhereni

payoff matrices of Figures 1Q to l1 lies mathematical ccnstraints which indicate

sensitivity of optiinma strategic decisions made by both sides to the value of th

fuiction. For example, in the second column of Figure IL, blue's (the attacko'

strategic discontinuity levels are recorded as a function of the order of batthrn

The third graph in this second column of Figure U illustrates the t

mathematic Cl constraint we are talking about. ThIB chart indicates blue's perce

mobile allocation threshold above which blue must deploy to the air mobile mode

for the air mobile mode to remain the optimin force allocation or decision defir

unrestricted play of the game (the first column of FigAre 11). If blue in atte,

* play optimally, cannot deploy a greater percent of his forces to the air mobile

this threshold percent indicates, then a radically different strategy is called

,, , _ 1! • , . II- ,



S this cue, blue, the attacker, is forced to go 100% across the bech if his

red to remain optima vis-a-vis red, the defender. MLis abrupt change in stratA
threshold level indicated is caused by a discontinuity of the optima decia

when solving for the min max = max min payoff point on the decision surfacp

limiting blue's capacity to fully allocate forces in the air mobile mode.

This threshold parameter is a significant output reflecting the

of the mathemtical model exercised which was not obvious to the analyst dL.

construction phase of this study. Also, the air mobile threshold represent

fication of a comnd decision made many times in the pazt by cotmanding o'.

planning and tactical phase of great battles. The question as to whether

to the rear via the air mobiUe mode and in what percentage of the total for

deploy in this aode is usually answered at the highest levels of command wht

udgent and experience are without peer. For the amphibious model to ':4
As this parameter quantitatively is a significant test of the model in that ti

deploy air mobile troops is a relatively new concept. Also to relate such -

th" other inputs of the azphibious operation model such as fire power, mobi.

S size, priority levels, etc. of both the attacker and defender should certr,,f

the knowledge and experience necessary to develop requirements, plan, and r.

sagbibolos rironmt. before oontimaing the analysis in this direction, I

02o e• Figure U vill be defined.

cti tbrd colu represents red's, the defenders, threshold in a
forces to the beach ean/or remin inland to attack the air mobile force if d

e

This em type of decision was made in the Battle of Okinawa by the Japanese

they elected to d•a in -lald and let the United States amphibious landing y

opposed. Eased upon the reslts of this battle, one can say the Japanese ct
played optif11y if not suecessfully. Columi two and three of Figure 11 a.

the neW pyoff values (B-R)* and the time t* based upon the constrained strb
sautlng from the natural discontinuity effect inherent in the strategic surf

ly, colum four of Figure .l illustrates the results or the play of the game
ir sides are forced into strategies constrained within their thresh:'Ids.

r

he Summrizing we can say that the unrestricted play of the game re

allocating co letely to the air obbile Mode while red defends completely ei

beach or inland reserve (Figure IL, first oolumn). If blue is physically co

In



bued 3/"1 4 is called the superiority case in that it represents the greater
rlative to the defender, of blue forces used in the standard case. t:

'1'-1-ter td Is a to run from 0 t td t 4 hours and there does not seo

a visible effect on blue 's air mobile threshold for the parity case kse-

third graph, second colum). Bowyeer, in the superiority case shown in M

for aSio time delay the air mobile threshold drops suddenly to zero. In o'

if each fighting element traverses the two points on the battlefield at :L

(a physical Impossibility) no air mobile threshold exists for the superior

and blue will send as many of his force elements via the air mobile node P

while still keeping vithln xb 3ptimality criteria for both the Aestrict.,

restricted play of the pame. It should be noted that only discrete td V82,

Compted and the curves shown in all these gae runs are only valid at the

where ocsputations were made. In other vords td for zero and one were

It is ot kmaw when the threshold value June from zero to one. Bvwever,

sake Of simplicity, straight linem were dravn between cometed points on t

¶1 next variable that vas pertitbed was the attacker's (blue;

Figure 10 Indicates the xrage of values given bo all four of blue's figW.

M fire pweu of each elem t va increased by a factor of half in both I

and smperiority eae (see Pigurs 3S and 90). There was no effect on blue

decilsio treshn3A level which remaine constant compared to the stand&A- c

SgmmtU3 ImmsIng U rAatiw A strngth of blue over red using additior

VMW lnftee that fe surtfe attack mode becomes more desirable vis-a-N

i mboe, tb e koeiafthe eVoo air's decision threshold relatively hi.

so "MtW basti would be to waken blue relative to red

uem atie f wi w. Ws s done for the parity and superiority cases in.

and 9 by aising red's fire pma relative to blue (see Figure 10). Red ',
m s lmed Ina Iarmenata of 50% man a irked decrease in the commder 'a de

WA is bse d In the parity case (Figure 21, third raph, second colum)
Uafowmtely blueo the attacker, does not achieve the objective of the ope

came Just before the threshold starts to decrease the payoff (B-R)* to blu

negative (that is, red vim). Thi is demonstrated by the first gaph in t

eolum of Figure 2J.. 2his parity case could have represented too marginal

order of battle ratio superiority for blue. Possibly if blue used a B/.-4

Osse, Figure 22), this would not only reduce the commnder's decision thres

.•J l .. ., _ _
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* but allo achieve for blue the objective of the operation success. Figur

us by achieving only half the conjecture of the last sentence. Mat Is,

oeration objective is truly achieved, but the canonder's decision threi

rijht back to the standard case level. It is only when red's fire pove-

causing blue to lose the battle R > 1.2) that the commander's decision t

turns down. At this point one might ask whether the coimnder's low thr

consistent with optimally gaining the objective of the amphibious opera'

threshold level is not consistent with the attacker's achieving a succeL

loading operation in an optima sense, why does the equivalent resL vorl

this sahibious operation contain an air mobile mode of troop deplcqm-.,.

magnitude relative to the surface landing represented by the abstract r.

model seem to be saying is that the air mobile mode of deployment of ti

in this case represents instantaneous deployment is not as effective

Ing (that lai slower deployment) of the surface elements { B.1, B2 B 3
have p•ester fire power. If this be the case, then let us Increase the

air mbile elemnts only and sea vhat happens to the commander's decis±.

F igur :63 gives blue's air mobile element fire power per+.-
S '1rty ease. As e0eOted for D4 & .3 the comunder's decision threshol

waioms to W0% Viaoh Is still In the upper range of possible values and

o•fst dotrILs. It Is Interestizg to note that for B4 a .225 not •

OVUM& stateg w•&e to 100% allocation across the beach for the rest

the Sa Wt also red, the sefabr, optiml strateg reduces to defend

Sa ou us to tQ e m 1t1g1e eboice available to red for the unrestri

(FWeM*D ftWO pugh, CO2. one). Wes mil reduction in threshold

to be m@0 %1 SneIsasia the desirability of the air mobile deployment

lMiSLag ts ir4 power. tat hMens if the order of battle ratio (B/"

P1pe S* givws these results for the superiority case and

the conademnil ' laOisiol threshold leveL :zes back to the 90% level of t

case. Mis spin Illustrates that the comander's air mbile decision t

S



* but allo achieve for blue the objective of the operation success. Figur

us by achieving only half the conjecture of the last sentence. fat is,
operation objective Is truly achieved, but the comemnder's decision thre

riM back to the standard case level. It is only when red's fire powe-

causing blue to lose the battle R > 1.2) that the conmander's decision t

turns down. At this point one might ask whether the commander's low thr

consistent with optimally gaining the objective of the amphibious opera'

threshold level is not consistent with the attacker's achieving a succeE

landin operation in an optiu-m sense, why does the equivalent real worl

this amphibious operation contain an air mobile mode of troop deplcYm'z.,.

magnitude relative to the surface landing represented by the abstract r.

model seem to be saying is that the air mobile mode of deployment of ti

in this case represents instantaneous deployment is not as effective

:Lug (that Im slower deployment) of the surface elements { Bl, B 2, B 3 }
have greater fire power. If this be the case, then let us Increase the

air mobile elements only and lee what happens to the co€mnder's decisf.
Figure 43 gives blue's sir mobile element fire power pert '

maplty cuse. As eete for 34 I .3 the commader's decision threshol

reted to 70% whiob is stil In the upper range of possible values and

ON~ m t r4Ive. It is interesting to not* that for B 4 .225 not c--aY
OVUM satteW we&e to 100% allocation across the beach for the rest

00 e1M Ut &s red, the defoodow, optimal strategy reduces to defend

MlY M 0208"d to the mltplo ehoice available to red for the unrestri
(1gu k# f•th gpk Column one). ?is mild reduction in threshold

to be GOOM %W Saniessift the desirability of the air mobile deployment

eGreaS it1 flue pwer. Mat beens if the order of battle ratio (B/'

PI#ef l0 gives these results for the superiority case and
the ooimnier'a &clim threshold level _-es back to the 90% level of t

case. Za agin Mllustrates that the comsnder'a air mobile decision t

S
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is directly related to the success of the amphibious operation. Tat log

commander he. overwhelm.ing superiority of forces and fire power, optism

in the air mobile mode infers most (greater than 90Q) of his forces land r

ide. If the magnitude of such deployment is for some reason (technically

.conomically) not feasible, then the optimum allocation of forces is made 1

all forces across tue oeacn.
e. Sumr

Justifying these model results to current doctrine is impossi1:

amphibious operation as presently conceived Is designei to overwhelm the '._

ing force such that a toe-hold can be achieved on the defender's territor%

size to support future major objectives. The planning of an amphibious op

definition presumes the fact that it represents an operation based upon'

vis the defender. Then why does current ductrine also require a vertical

or air mobile deployment mode of forces of insufficient magnitude to assu:

results? Even if one assumes that the payoff is insensitive to the opt'=&

for the unrestricted or restricted play of the game (which may be trur ir

the economic and/or technical feasibility of the air mobile deployment me

more severe then the surface mode of deployment of forces. Thus if one p7

omphibicas operation using the cost-effectiveness criteria instead of a pr

military payoff criteria, the justificar'ion for the air mobile deployment

even more difficult.

Still another possible Interpretation of the results Ls tlat t

matical model used in the completed study was too abstract a representatio:

smphibious operation and therefore did not adequately reflect all the impo

parameters affecting the outcome of the battle. This presumes that a more

presetation of the shmibous operation, tahing into consideration parame

omitted frca the complateA study because they were considered of second or,

woul yield results more compatible with reality. Such a study certainly

sideration in view of tke Imortance of the information potentially availp

the mathematical aodels and techniques demonstrated by this study.

Iw. o Jima -

J. R. Ingel in his paper titled, "A Verification of Lanchester's L

the applicability of the Square Lay in an actual combat situation where Un

forces captured the island of Iwo Jim. In this analysis of the capture o.

the Lanchester's equations, as defined by the Square Law, were found to be

The fire powers acredited to both sides as measured by the author were one.

the magnitude of the standard case used in this study. This factor of one.
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asumorne fiGhting occurreud prxdminit~ely An Who &ýk timt!. This fire p
as an input to thc rwirplilboiow iful~el of UO.ci. t uU(ky to -see if any uccru

would resul~t. In 5'L~e , the UJJ. L.%.t~: r~tti:; a-, -A function or ordl

ratio (IVfn) in: plot~tcd :,,:Ln-A za;t-eLucL Wtirld 'Hur 11 duLti. The mathc-r.

results for thlo ez~o fel.l wt..l w~ithin =Welu dv~A... Flture. 25 i;ivcuj
the computer run in the i~umc torm .- Uuc' jpc-vhoi:; :;cn:ttLivity axn'aI,yat.

delay t d ui~ed Natt ten hourt;. The fr.r0t colunun, thilrd gra~ph, indicat-

optiimum utratgy o1f ullocatin; alU. blue's forcer, acroozn the beach. I
fire power strength uvailable dur3.nt the IT,., Jima Camxpaign does not

upon the assumptions of the model) the oophistication of Gir mobile
mode. Of interest to the ,nalyst vould bn the L~trutea~ crossover pc~i

26 gives the results of the standard case for one-fifth the fire powe

unrectrictcd bluc strate(gy remains czCro:;S the beach. Figure 2T7'.:
strateGy crossover fcir blue only at IB/R=]. and 4. Column two, third

the conimiander' s decision thrce;hold of r9O,,, the ~axre ar the staxndrrd
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I- THVAEYM OF MnILIT, DISPERSION AfD SURVEILLANCE

IN ACEINVING EFFCTIVE UTILIZATION OF .FIRE POWER

The requirements consistent with limited and tactical waxfam. have pl

stress on the characteristics of mobility and disperv'n of units on the .

The Lanchester Equations Model used in the previous section does not dea,

characteristics in a natural wanner. This is due to the fact that the po

surveillance characteristics of units on the battlefield are very importa.

mathematical Aescrip~ion of such action is not easily accomplished us-ng

functional relationships. No longer is warfare neceusarily characterized

attrition of the opposing sides until one side predominates. The high 1

modern weapons allows great advantage to the side pre-empting the attacr

the force size.

In no vay is i., possible to determine a tactical force's effectivenes,

enemy as a function of mobility, dispersion, surveillance, fire pover ert.
deception, etc. by utilizing the Lanchester approach only! Tis is due -

the Lanchester Model is only sensitive to the resultant attrition rate (e

O and its effect over time and is not sensitive te havr this attrition rate

the battlefield characteriitics of the units involved. For example, one

firepower tactical unit such as a tank or artillery battalion against a 1

and it circumetancez ae such that the high-firepower is never in mositioi

enW because of loak of survmillance, aW/or mobility, then the choice ci

rates f a, a.j b I cannot be made on the basis of veapons capability alc

foe this devi becomes azftitrary if one resorts only to the Lanchester
is needed Is a description of the hattleficld taking into cot

bllityt, dispersion, surveillance, deception, etc. such that true tactics

ons nsa be derived subject to or constrained by weapon systems and/or ore

cpapb1lity. Boh a mndel vil am be developed.

1. Batt3efeAS an-,illance and Ibbility

a. Introduotion

2s detection of enem targets on the battlefield represents t

problem area in the successful omployment of tactical units and associated

sstems apinst such targets. In order for such units to be effective, a

tegrated tactical force ccomrised of aircraft (both reconnaissance and log

e4
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supporting personnel, and equipment must be deployed. Since the enemy presume

also attempting to use its own tactical units and weapon systems in an effecti

the situation .everts to a red' and 'blue' type analysis because each opposir

unit represents a potential target to each other. The question then arises as

type of mobility and dispersion tAharacteristics each side (red relative to bi"

and versa) would need to perform effectively. If either side was immobile, then -

only be a question cf time when the opposing sides would detect and destroy eL
ie

The net effect of redvereus blue would be a function cf the relative number c!
is

Utual. aircraft, weapon systems and supporting equipment opposing each other and how

dispersed. Such a situation could effectively be described by the Lanchester.r of
To increase survivability, each side could either disperse into smaller u-if..

:nt of
periodically move about the battle area, or incorporate into the tactical syb

active defense. The latter is objectionable because it makes the tactical ff
an cumbersome and there is serious technological doubt as to whether a defen- k:)

ever be effective against the all out use of offensive force in a battlef~el'
t that ment (e.g. "The best defense is a good offense."). It seems clear that perin.

• ;b I ) bility and unit dispersion are the onlyalternatives when attemptig to suota.

*d from tions on the battlefield. This is true for a wide var- "ty of combat situatio'

high- guerrilla warfare to tactical nuclear war. The key factor determining the v.

alion and importance of mobility and dispersion to insure survivability is the effe

et its of the fire power utilized against the tactical system. When the at~riloon cL

the threat of overwhelming fire power is present, then mobility/dispersion cor

iere- tions are much more important that fire power/reaction time considerations I

3At only when the latter predominates do we have a case for Lanchester's Model.

are interested in the successful employment of tactical systems under all cond
-ve" inclvdiug the threat of a nuclear environment, we can assume that the importar

alI mobility and dispersion supersede fire power considerations and the model desf

that follows will have these assumptions in mind. Also please note tbat Appe

contains a different approach to the same model which will be developed belou

b. The Effect of Internittgnt Mobility on Detection

Let us suppose two opposing tactical forces (referred to as the re

blues) operate in a battle area. Let capital 'R' be the total area red contr(

searches to acquire the blue tactical. force and small 'r' the rate of search (

area per unit time red searches oking for blue. Define capital 'B' and s-me



In a similar manner for the blue tactical force. If both sides search for eae

mystemtically covering their controlled battle areas, and if the probability

being In an area of the battlefield of size 'r' equals r/R the question arises

is the probability Prb red detects blue first, assuming red moves periolicall

time units and blue moves periodically every m time ..nits, each move being i.'

random. This question can be similarly phrased for Pb,r" The probability red

blue first is important because this indicatep which side has the benefit of i

action against the other. Also if one assumes that the threat of firc power -

is sufficient to overwhelm the tactical force unit, then the side tlat is abl

empt his attack suffers negligible attrition. For this reason the determinnin

detects first is all important with firepower attrition factors secondary az.

a probaejility of kill conditional on the probability of detecting first. Fit.

indicatts in a time sequence one cycle of the periodic mobility considered r,

blue. Prlb Vill be cou~pted for one cyr'le, i.e., the time period m that -U:

stationary.

r..y/ m tim units (Blue's Stationary Time Cycle) "

J3Jik ki~ J+ 7
k k k k k

k time

Red's nd move

(Red's Stationary Tim Cycle) relative to Blue
Stationary Time t

Figure 28. RED'S AND BLUE'S PERIODIC MMBILITY AS A FUNCTION rX? ONE OF B;
TIM CYCLE



P Using Blue's move as the location of the origin of the time scale

(Figure 2) and tbe random move of Red starting at time .j we compute the

'Aet probability of red detecting blue first at time I, PýOb(').

k
SLet time run from l i m, then P b(i) for m:..k can be developed

inductively:
tive

Pr b i (3. ) r 1 (o Er for I

0

dt 
I

"R- (-[i-2-r)

The in expression can be reduced to

The first term on the right indinates the probability bl

does not detect red during the (0, 1) tim period and the second indicates

pobability that red does not detect blue during the (0, 1 - 1) time perio

but does detect at the i-th tim period. Another way of looking at this

probability model vould be tO a&sume that red and blue, ees-h stwpling

sequentially in time and in uison, an urn placed before each, containing

*aite balls ezcept one %tabh is blck. The number of white balm in each

is (R/r) - 1 for red and (B/b) - 1 for blue. Therefore the nbove equntion

probability red pulls the black bell out of the urn before blue does 0 •o

of his urn at the i1h time period conditional to PUl previous balls pU~i.e

r the urn not being replaced (i.e., sampling vithout replacement).


